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FAST AND FURIOUS RUSHING WAR DEPT. OFF
SEASON FOR CO-EDS CLOSES ON WRONG FOOT
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Chi Omega and Tri Delt Come Out on
Top With Ten Pledges Each.
48 Women Sign Up
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Tlie women's rushing season officially dosed yesterday when the
,,lanen formally signed their pledges to the sorority of their choice.
. rushing period this year seemed particularly fast and furious because
.t.‘v freshman women were eligible, ranks played havoc with the class

No.1;

SOME DO AND SOME
DON'T WANT FIGHTING

SAYS COLUMBIA
STUDENT PAPER

Blames Authorities for
Trying To Develop •
K.K.K. Patriotism

New York—(1P)—While Chinese and Japanese student leaders
sat together at the International
House here and agreed that their
nations should not be fighting each
other, seventeen Chinese students
at Columbia University cabled the
Chinese government requesting permission to return home to engage in
active service against Japan.

# LOAN FUND PLAN APPROVED
BY ALL CLASS EXECUTIVES

1POET DESCRIBES
LIFE IN HARLE

ANNOUNCE NEW
FROSH PLEDGES

Countee Cullen, Negro
Author, Gives vivid
Chapel Talk

SCOUTING COURSE

MASQUE WORKING
FOR COMING PLAY

Seven Students Have
Made Perfect Grades

The Loan Fund Drive in Brief

GIRL SCOUTING TRAINING HAS
HELPED MANY COLLEGE WOMEN

SENATE ADOPTS
LOAN PROPOSAL
Final Decision on Student Parking Is
Still Pending

Phi Kappa Sigma Leads
In Late Pledging
Numbers

Mak

The Student Loan Fund was adopted by the Seniors at a class meetlug this noon following a short discussion. It was voted that a sum
equal to fifty cents for each member of the class be paid to the loan fund
from the class treasury, this amount to be repaid to the treasury through
as assessment on the next term bill. This will mean that approximately
$150 will be available for loans immediately. The question will be voted
on by the Junior Class tomorrow at 1:00 o'clock.

(The following story is reprinted from
Tin' N
Chi Omega and Tri Delt lead the list with 10 pledges each. while Pi Thew
York Tittles.)
The War Department should withdr.o%
.;eta Phi followed in second place with 9 pledges.
the Reserve Officers Training Corps front
The pledges are as follows:
• With the officers and executive boards
colleges throughout the country and limit
11i Omega:
its training activities to military work.
of all four classes having accepted the
Lee Illackington, Rockland; Ruth Blanthe Columbia Spectator, student dailj
plan without a dissenting vote, and the
Bangor; Louise Rosie, Bangor;
.
newspaper, declared yesterday in its leadofficial sanction of the Student Senate
innifred Coburn, Greene; Agnes Crowing editorial.
granted, the Student Loan Fund appears
v, Biddeford; Betty Crowley, Lewiston;
Not only has the War Department takto be practically assured of success. Start•,.larjorie Church, Corinna; Margaret
en upon itself the work of educating youth
ing this noon, each of the four classes will
elix, Millinocket; Margaret Copeland.
in military science. but it has gone beyond
hold class meetings during the coming
Coumee Cullen. celebrated negro poet.
..rlington Heights, Mass.; Helen Ni
''at and tries to develop patriotism of
week, with every student being given an
gave an interesting and humorous lecture
the worst Ku Klux type." the article asopportunity to vote on the question.
at chapel Tuesday morning on "Days and
)elta Delta Delta:
serted. "It has likewise done everything
The plan, as finally adopted, provides
Nights in Harlem." He is a graduate
Margaret Avery, Bangor; Marguerite
in its power to discredit, without just reafor each class being given the opportunity
of New York University, and received
i•slginan, Fort Kent; Gwendolyn Roche,
son, all movements directed toward pointto vote on a contribution to be made from
his master's degree from Harvard. Sev1'.•rtland; Ruth Harding, Stockton
ing out the real motives for the Reserve
the
class treasury to a loan fund for the
eral years ago he studied abroad, and
At a short meeting of the Student SenPledging of freshmen by various frater- Officers' Training
-mrings; Jean Walker. Millinocket; Rouse of students, this fund is to be adminCorps and the Citizens' while in Paris. he accepted
from
offer
an
were
ate held Tuesday evening reports
rta Lewis, Newport; "Al" Lonnickson; nities has continued since its opening last Military Training Camps activities."
istered by University officials. It has
an American Lecture Bureau.
heard from the con ttees on parking
: ila Rowe, Bar Harbor; Helen Williams, week with the following results:
been suggested that each class contribute
Objects to "Muscling In"
Harlem,
Life
in
an
entirely
negro
comfund.
the
and
loan
student
on
It
was
Phi
Kappa Sigma:
.uilford; Betty Lynch, '33, Lawrence,
a sum equal to fifty cents per member, the
Declaring that it would enjoy seeing munity
in
New
York,
was
very strik- unanimously voted to adopt the recomKenneth D. Black, Portland; William the R. 0. T. C.
treasury of the class being reimbursed
and C. M. T. C. disappear ingly portrayed by Mr. Cullen,
who first mendations of the loan fund committer to
D. Cole, Winter Harbor; A. Sargent entirely, the
11pIta Omicron Pi:
by an increase in class dues when they are
editorial asserts that until lived there at the age of fourteen. The
drive
approaching
bold
by
a
classes
the
Virginia Trundy, Searsport; Charlotte Coleman, Amesbury, Mass.; Horace H. that happens "we can only suggest that
next collected.
community with a population of two hun- through class meetings.
achouse, Biddeford; Ruth Barrows, Drummond, Oakland; Henry W. Fales, the less the War Department tries to
The matter of raising a loan fund was
dred and fifty thousand negroes is known
The parking committee reported the
,rotio; Wilma Perkins, Portand; Natalie Thomaston; Samuel T. Favor, Norway; 'muscle in' on fields not its own,the better
brought up at a meeting of the Stufirst
as
the
American
mecca
of
negroes.
It temporary change, now in effect, permitMaurice Goddard, Portland; Raymond C. younger America will
nchall '34, Port Washington, N. Y.
like it.
is a hospitable community due to the fact ting students to park cars in the rear of dent Senate, several weeks ago. A comHathorne,
Bath;
Joel
W.
Marsh,
Scars•' i Mu:
"The War Department, we believe, is
that there are many southerners with the Arts and Sciences building. The ap- mittee was appointed to determine the best
Jean Stanley, Cranberry Isles; Mar- dale, N. Y.; Aldivirde I. Norton, Cam- supposed to he an organization which
whom hospitality is legendary. It has a plication for a hearing before the Trustees course of action, with the above plan as
den;
D.
Charles
Pressey,
John
Bangor;
.kret Young, Camden; May Roy, '33,
keeps the army going in case a war should very
the result. This plan met with approval
heterogeneous population which in- for a final settlement is still pending.
IC
Woodfords;
Roberts,
Joseph A. Stev- turn up. No one, unless
;At Kent; Margaret Sylvester, '33, Etit he a few cludes the American negro, the Cuban, Following the adjournment
of
the Senate at its last meeting, Tuesday
of the Stuens, Lincoln; Arthur B. Sherry, Wood- Legionnaires and those
; Vivien Moore, '33, Orono.
numerous Gener- the East Indian and even the colored Jew, dent Senate meeting short
evening.
of
session
the
a
fords;
Asher
E.
Sylvester.
Eustis;
WarIi Beta Phi:
als and Admirals who pass their time
It is the aim of the committee in charge
who celebrates the same holidays as the Fraternity Council was held, with discusRuth 1.ibby, Caribou; Hope Whitman, ren L. Walker, Kennebunk.
making silly speeches, believe that the white
Jew.
sion upon the subject of rushing. It was to raise VAX). If each class adopts the
Sigma
Nu:
; Violet Colson, Guilford; Velma
War Department and the Navy DepartHarlem is a colorful place, and is called vited that a committee be appointed to plan which has been recommended, ap:1. Guilford; Marion Townsend, Philip G. Pendell, Caribou.
ment are supposed to guide our thinking. the rainbow
tinted city. The inhabitants look into the matter of the pledging date. proximately $750 will be accounted for.
Phi
Eta
Kappa:
• Held Depot; Emily Pickering, Deer
But the War Department tries to do just are
fond of pageantry, parades and bright Albert Smith, harry Williamson, Paul Members of the faculty will be asked to
J.
Winston
Easton.
Hoyt,
.1c; Orrissa Frost '34, Dexter; Roberta
that, and in addition evidently wants to colors.
Taplin, John McGowan and John Wilson contribute. and it is expected that by this
(Continued on Page Three)
dictate the whole conduct of human afItirray '34, Deep River, Conn.; Doris
There are organisations similar to those were appointed as members of the com- means the goal will be reached.
fairs. It takes upon itself far more than of
H'en '34, New Sweden.
Following the example set by the senior
other communities. There is a Y.M. mitter
it has a legal right to assume, and most C.A.,
'...1ta Zeta:
class officers, who heartily approved this
a Y.W.C.A.. a Neighborhood House,
of the legal rights under which it now City
Colleen MacDonald. East Millinocket;
plan when it was outlined to them last
Hospitals. Business Men's League,
functions were created during periods of and Colored
(Continued on Page Two)
week, the executive officers of every other
Merchants Association. The
hysteria.
latter organization is to aid the colored
(Continued on Page Three)
"We feel that it would be an excellent man, who
is usually the last to be conthing if every nation had a law forbidding sidered in
finding employment.
A course in Girl Scouting will be given members of the army or the navy from
The churches play a major part in the
at Balentine Hall from February 29 to making public speeches or writing books
lives of the negroes. These people are
Rehearsals are being held conlarch 5 by Miss Alice Wagener of the or magazine articles. We would go even
essentially religious, and take their emo- sistently and progress is being made
national field staff, G.S.A., according to further and suggest a regulation which
tional street meetings seriously without on "Ladies of the Jury" which will
an announcement by Miss Helen A. Leng- would keep all members of the army and
Seven students made A's in all of their
being ashamed. The Baptist and Metho- be presented by the Maine Masque
yel. director of physical education for the navy shut up in army posts, naval
wurses for the fall semester. The group
dist are the most prominent sects. In this in Alumni Ilan next Thursday eveScoring a imam ial as well as social
bases and battleships, to be let out only community there
is one of the largest in several years. %Innen.
are forty-two Protestant ning, under the diret-tion of Profes- success, Delta
Kappa, honorary musiaim of the course being given by when muzzled."
The
Those obtaining 4-point are as follows:
churches. two Catholic, and one hundred sor Mark Bailey.
cal fraternity, presented the annual music
Miss Wagener is not necessarily to turn
(Continued on Page Two)
Arthur A. Brown '33, Bangor; Charles
(Continued on Page Two)
night program before an appreciative audiThe cast is as follows:
I) Brown '33, Raymond; Hollis L. Le- out Girl Scout leaders, but rather to faMrs. Crane, Arlene Merrill; Judge ence in Alunmi Hall last Friday night.
miliarize the students with the possibili:and '33, Bangor; John B. Quinn '34, WilFish, Ellston Ingalls; Prosecuting At- Following the musical program in the
ties of Girl Scouting as an avocation. The
y:Moon, Del.; Beulah M. Starrett '32.
torney, Kenneth Foster; Attorney for the auditorium by the chorus, band, orchestra,
course never lasts longer than two weeks,
Warren, Laurice M. Stevens '33, PlyDefense. John Longley ; Jay J. Pressley, and individual artists, a stag dance took
but covers the high spots of woodcraft
and Ruth Walenta '34, So. China.
John
Barry; Spencer B. Dazey, Richard place in the gymnasium with music furand other scoutcraft, and includes at least
Miss Valenta received all A's in courses
Worcester; Tony Theoslopholus, George nished by Smith Ames' Orchestra.
one hike. Miss Wagener emphasizes par.1:en in class and one B in a course she
Bessie Gray, freshman from Van BurStinchfield; Steve Bromm, Peter Kuntz;
ticularly the flexibility and comprehenHosed up by taking a special examinaAndrew McKay, Harold Barrett; Alonzo en, played her violin solo so artfully that
siveness
program
application.
The
of
its
THE
ORIGIN
-The
idea
was
first
introduced
at
a
meeting
of the Stuy..n. more difficult to pass than if she had
she was called hack twice for encores,
dent Senate. The plan has been endorsed by all class officers and Beal, Carl Bottume; Lilly l'ratt, Darrell and Miss Ruth llama.
:,,lsen the regular course in class. She also may be adjusted to suit the living condi'30 rendered a
Brown;
Cynthia
Tate,
not
yet
selected;
tions of any group or locality.
executive boards.
vocal solo with exceptional skill. These
the distinction of having made all A's
The course at Balentine Hall will conMayme Mister, Katherine Small; Mrs.
two artists, though from the lower two
.n.istently in her courses during her sist of daily meetings at 4 p.m. during THE NEED—Each year some students find themselves unable to coin- Dace, Virginia
Young; Mrs. MacGuire, classes of the university, carried off
the
plete
the
semester without aid; seniors are sometimes unable to
:-• -1.T'1 year.
the week of February 29 to March 5th.
(Continued on Page Three)
honors for solo work during the evening.
graduate. This year the need appears greater than usual. Present
funds are inadequate---only a little more than $200 is now available.
THE VALUE—A thousand dollars raised now would probably keep
fifteen or twenty students in school who would otherwise be forced
to leave. A senior with only a month to go before graduation could
be given the aid that would keep him here. The fund will tend to
By ANN Roos
ly 23,500 college and university students
increase as the years pass, and students can be helped each year.
The University of Maine, in starting a raise this emergency loan fund.
have taken such courses. Last year 1938 THE METHOD—Students are being approached through
-'"olorhil College Instructor of the
classes be- drive to raise money for a loan fund, is
A loan fund campaign which will excollege women took courses preparing
Girl Scouts
cause mcniey can thus be put to work in the shortest possible time, doing no different than many other col- tend from now until June is in progress
to be captains in charge of Girl
them
leges all over the country at the present at Creighton University in Omaha, NeIn each of the four corners of a spacious
it can be collected conveniently, and there is no overhead expense—
Scout troops or helpers in Girl Scout
time. The manner in which different col- braska. All students are asked to
mnasium a group of girls sits in a circle.
conevery penny collected is loaned out. It is the surest means to reach leges have attempted to
camps.
raise these funds tribute at least one dollar, and the fund
Oh bobs, smart nape-rolls, and hair
women
College
Girl
courses
take
Scout
every student.
have differed, as have the goals which raised will be loaned out
•,1 the painful stages of growing are bent
without interest
,er pieces of clothesline. A girl in the both for their avocational and their voca- THE LOANS—The money raised will be loaned through regular chan- have been set. In many eases contribu- for varying lengths of time. Loans are
Miss
value.
Josephine
Schain,
National
• mer is teaching the technique of knotnels. All the machinery of the University will be utilized to select tions have been solicited from sources made to cover the cost of tuition, books,
tional Director of the Girl Scouts, points
'. iiz--explaining, as the lesson proceeds,
most deserving applicants and assure prompt repayment. Stu- other than the students and faculty. De- and school supplies. The money will be
the
advantages of Girl Scoutcreases in salaries have been resorted to available to all students in
A the various knots are used in camp- out some of the
the university
dents can always tell how their money is being administered by by some colleges.
to the young woman who has her diSeveral representative in need of financial assistance, and %t11life saving, and water sports. An- ing
consulting the financial report of the University.
ploma and is facing the problem of creatcases cast an interesting sidelight on the out which they would be forced
eirl moves quietly from group to
to leave
in new community.
effect of the depression on colleges.
mp. commending the quick-fingered, of- ing her life a
school. Eight hundred and twenty-five
"In Girl Scout troops and in local, rega
Facing
an
emergency
which
threatens to dollars have already been loaned out to
friendly suggestions to the slow.
CLASS MEETINGS
ional and national Girl Scout groups you' BANGOR MAN TO PLAY AT
force five hundred worthwhile students students this setnester.
Miistle sounds. Knot-tying ends and
ASSEMBLY
comradeship
people
MONDAY
ANNOUNCED
terms
of
can know on
to withdraw, the University of North
••!ing else begins. A humorous char"Five cents a week for twenty weeks"
of the most interestingly diverse backCarolina together with student and aluma nature-study lesson follow in
A violin recital by Eugene H.
Meetings of the three lower class- ni organizations is in the midst of a cam- is the slogan which has been adopted foe
groun(ls and capacities. People varying
. quick tempo. A game of bean-bags
Brownies to grand- Rice, of Bangor, will be the pro- es will be held according to the fol- paign to raise $100,000 to be used as a the Student Loan Fund at the University
•'.1. the whole group laughing and leap- in age from 8-year-old
of Omaha which is now being planned.
teachers, profes- gram for assembly on next Mon- lowing schedule. All members are student loan fund.
include
They
parents.
over the wide gym floor.
This plan is estimated to net at least
second
29.
urged
Feb.
the
This
present.
day,
women,
to
be
is
sional women, business men and
Two thousand students have contributed
These running, laughing girls with college professors, newspaper and maga- appearance of Mr. Rice at assemJunior Class—Friday, February over $1,0110. Faculty members who have $1500.
•t skirts flying are students of Girl
zine editors. People who have given of bly, and many will remember him 26, at 1:00 P.M. in Alumni Hall.
Among the Universities where Salaries
had one cut in salary and are about to be
mg. They are enrolled for a course their professional talents to help the Girl for the unusually pleasing fluid,
Sophomore Class—Tues., March cut again have contributed generously. have been cut is Ohio Wesleyan, where
Girl Scout leadership—from one to Scouts include such women as Lisette graceful quality of his playing. He 1, at 1:00 P.M. in Alumni Hall.
The community in which the University is the profe..nrs
have accepted a ten per
11.0 weeks of daily 2-hour meetings in the Woodworth Reese, Elsie Singmaster, will be accompanied by Mrs. Rheita
Freshman Class—Wed., March 2, located, the trustees, and the Aumni As- cent decrease in
their salaries in order
:east cr..nded portions of the day. NearTasker.
at 1:00 P.M. in Alumni Hall.
sociation are an assisting in the effort to that the university
(Continued on Page Two)
may balance its budget.
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Success of Drive Seems Assured as
Enthusiasm Is Shown by
Everyone Concerned

Music Night Program
Uncovers Fine Talent

I

MANY OTHER UNIVERSITIES NOW
HOLDING LOAN FUND CAMPAIGNS

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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year by the students of the University of Maine
Published Thursdays during the collegeIntercollegiate
Newspaper Assocsati.n.
Member of New England

News (Men)
News iWznien1
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LET US KNOW YOUR
MATRIMONIAL CHOICE
Indicate by (x) whether you are:
Woman( )
Man ( );
Class of:
Underline three.
Athletic, cheerful, clever, comrade,
complexion that doesn't wither in a
London fog, cultured, dainty, dignified, gentle, handsome, housewifely type, humble, industrious,
intelligent (extremely), leader,
money (lots of it), neat, peppy,
rest of the school think, so you may popular, scholarly, sense of humor,
social lion (good dancer, etc.),
know how to act and what trails to
sophisticated, stylish, sympathetic,
cultivate.
thrifty.

Come on, everybody! Tell us what
qualifications you look for in your
'32
Junnson.
%bidden
_W.
future husband or wife just as the
becca T. Spencer, '32
__
Associate Editor
case may be. Pulleeze come across
with your ballots. Just till them
—_ James E. Oct ourcy. '34
Managing Editor ...
out, add any characteristics not
DEPARTMENT EDITORS
listed, and drop them in the campus
Eleanor Meacham, '32
Society_ ..
. Sherwin Stanley, '33
,
'32
Woodman
)Bernice
mail box inside Alumni Hall. PretFeatures
--brel/n Randall. '32
cr,sephine Mutty,
Robert Berl. '34
ty soon we'll let you know how the
(Women)-- ----Betty Barrows, '13
:Worts

STAR REPORTERS
Snider.
Sylvia Hickaon, Dons Hutchinson, Philip Pendell, Rosa
REPORTERS
Bennett, Evelyn Gleason, Edna Grange, Inez Howe.
Fern Allen, Eugenie Austin, Stanley
%Valenta, John IA they. Estelle Wiseman,
Irene Johnson, Helen Peabody, Ann Rosenstein. Ruth
Elizabeth Mier*.
CUB REPORTERS
Darrell Brown, *emu Dunn, lion). Dunphy, Alice
Arlene Archambault, Samuel Bachrach.Mildred
Haney, Enid Humphreys, Allegra ingerson,
Galley,
Raymon
Dyer. Orissa Frost, E. Osgood, Evelyn Pollard,
Phyllis liketter, Eleanor %%est.
Bertha Landon, George

BUSINESS
Business Manager

DEPARTMENT
John Palmer, '33

Circulation Manager_.........—.—..... William Ingraham, '34

BRIDGToN CRUSHED FRosll TROUNCE
BY FROSH OUTFIT M. C. 1., 30-24

Making a clean sweep of every first 1
in the running events with the explace
Teaming together in admirable fashion,
other correspondence to
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager; all
of the high hurdles, the freshman a redoubtable Team A frosh five outception
-Chief.
the Editor-in
Entered as second-class matter at the post-office, Orono, Maine.
track team opened its season with an played a fast M.C.I. basketball squad by
Printed at the University Press, Orono. Maine.
victory over Bridgton a 30-24 margin in the Armory Saturday
overwhelming
Year
Subscription: El.00 a
Academy at the indoor gym Saturday af- night. Roberts, Frosh center, made ten
ternoon, by the score of 64-35.
points to lead members of both teams in
A BRIGHT OUTLOOK
The feature of the meet was the 300 scoring, and played a stellar game thenyard dash betweeen Red Mullaney, frosh out.
With the Student Loan Fund plan already endorsed by four class ace, and 011ie Burden, Bridgton star,
Coach Kenyon's charges started out
officer groups and no dissenting opinion having appeared yet the success which the former won by a scant yard fast, immediately securing two baskets,
from his rival in the a lead which they were able to hold to
of the venture appears assured. It is a worthwhile project. and is deserv- after pulling away
home stretch.
the end. The first half was one of the
reception.
enthusiastic
ing of an
yearlings crossed the finish line finest exhibitions of basketball of the loFour
In former years there have always been a group of students forced abreast to tie for first place in the mile cal season for the freshmen, as, clicking
to leave because of a lack of resources. Many good students have been run, while Ken Black and Ed Morgan perfectly, they tallied 22 points while
lost by the University in this way, some of them never to complete their turned in stellar performances for the holding the M.C.I. quintet to 11. Cobb
course. Even in goixl years this has been the case. The outlook this year frosh in the 1000 yard run and low hurdles and NfacBride were not only reliable as
respectively.
guards but often crossed the defense to
is more unfavorable than usual. But with the students and faculty rallySummary:
make a score directly or indirectly posappears
situation
unhappy
an
of
solution
a
difficulty,
own
their
ing to meet
80 yard dash—First, Mullaney, Maine; sible.
in sight.
second, Keene, Bridgton; third, Morgan, In the second half M.C.I. scored
13
The funds in the hands of the University have never been large Maine. Time, 8 3-5 secs.
points to 6 for the Frosh. Yet their beo
1 mile run—Tie for first, Marsh, Bail- was not enough to conquer an apparently
enough to meet the needs, and much of the money which has been available has been so membered by restrictions and conditions made by the ey, Wrong and Briggs, all of Maine. tiring but ever resourceful freshman aggregation. Anderson repeatedly broke up
Time, 5 minutes, 5 4-5 secs.
donors that it has iwei ithfossibk to use it where it was most needed.
plays by the prep school outfit many times
Cole
between
tie
600 yard run—First,
If the goal of $1,000 which has been set is reached much can be done
Smith, with diving plunges, while Kilgore asthird,
Maine;
of
both
rttack,
and
this year tin aid students. The money will not be restricted to any col- Bridgton. Time, 1 minute, 20 4-5 secs.
sisted materially in team effectiveness.
For M.C.1. Nfendzela copped nine points
lege, nor any group. It will not he based solely on athletic ability, on
45 yard high hurdle—First, Rudman,
scholarship, or any other one phase of a student's career. elle primary Bridgton; second, Morgan, Maine; third, and was ever dangerous. Entin and
Coombs also played well for the visiting
requisite will be need of money to continue at the University.
Stoddard, Maine. Time 6 2-5 secs.
team.
great
No
person.
each
of
asked
It is a modest sum that has been
100 yard low hurdles—First. Morgan, In a preliminary game Team B dehardship will result to anyone. The money will be available for use im- Maine; second, Stoddard, Maine; third, feated Monson Academy 31-19. Coach
11 3-5 secs.
Kenyon used nearly three teams in the
mediately, but students will have plenty of time before they must pay their Rudman. Bridgton. Time
run—First, Black, Maine; scrap. The Frosh got a nearly lead which
yard
IMO
share.
second, Jettnotte, Bridgton; third, Bailey, they never were in danger of relinquishEvery cent of the money pledged by students will be used for loans.
Maine. Time two minutes, 29 1-5 secs.
ing. Myers, freshman forward, was high
There is no overhead expense whatever.
300 yard run—First, Mullaney, Maine; scorer with eight points.
Many colleges have already raised money in this way. The Univer- second, Borden, Bridgton; third, Keene,
sity of Maine is not in so severe a situation as some of them,and by taking Bridgton. Time 33 2-5 secs.
PRISM NOTICE
Group pictures for the Prism will
this step early it is proving itself well prepared to cope with the situation
Shot put—First. Roberts, Maine; second, Dawson. Maine; third. Keene, Bridg- be taken in the Armory this weekshould it get worse.
end. Cooperation of each group is
The drive has made excellent progress so far. With the continued ton. Distance, 42 feet 6 1-2 in.
necessary. In case of
absolutely
Bridgton;
Rudman.
jump—First,
High
support of tic students it will soon be brought to a successful conclusion.
notify immediately
cancellation,
Tarbell,
second. Stevens, Maine; third,
William V. D. Bratton, Phi Gamma
Maine. height.$ feet, 7 inches.
Delta.
Broad jump—First, Rudman. Bridgton:
KEEP ABREAST OF THE TIMES
The following is the schedule efsecond, Borden. Bridgton; third. Abrams.
for this week-end:
fective
Bridgton. Distance 19 feet. 5 3-4 inches.
SATURDAY. FEB. 27, 1932
the Athenaeum. West Virginia University
Pole vault—First, Urbanik, Maine; sec1:00
Theta Chi
ond. Chandler. Bridgton; third, Dawson,
1:15
Sigma Phi Sigma
If students were as sensitive to the pain of severe criticism as is the Maine. !fright. ten feet.
1:30
Alpha Chi Sigma
President of the United States, they certainly would take more interest in
1:45
Pi Beta Phi
the statements which brand them as being "abysmally ignorant- of current Fast and Furious Rushing Season Kappa Psi
2:00
for Co-Eds Closes
2:15
events.
l'hi Mu
(Continued froni Page Owe)
2:30
Sophomore Eagles
Time and again the apparent lack of interest of college undergradu1932
28,
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SUNDAY,
inthe
on
attacks
vigorous
up
stirred
has
affairs
ates in world and national
11:00
Marguerite Morrison, Waiter Ilarlsir ; 1 Alpha Tau Omega
telligence of the average college student. Intelligent men and women are Drusilla
11:15
Roderick '34, Augusta; Ernes- Sigma Tau
appalled to hear that some college students peruse only the sports and tine Moore '34, Freedom; Clara Gordon, Beta Kappa
11:30
comic sections of the newspapers. • t
Lincoln Center; Genevieve Mead '34, Delta Zeta
11:45
12:00
"How can an intelligent, wide-awake young person fail to be inter- Bangor; Pearle Parsons, East Nfillinock- Xi Sigma Pi
1:0U
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
ested in the daily events which are making history ? Is it possible that an et.
Kappa Psi:
1:30
Kappa Sigma
lacking
totally
so
or
unimaginative
educated man or woman could be so
Florence Briggs '34, Auburn.
1:45
Women's Student Govt.
in curiosity that he or she would not be interested in the conditions and Sigma Tau:
2:00
Women's Athletic Association
events which arc shaping the destiny of the world?"
Florence Kaminsky. Bucksport.
2:15
Pan-Hellenic Council
The next bidding date for women will Sophomore Owls
2:30
Such questions as these indicate the importance which educated people
be shortly after Easter vacation when Phi Kappa Sigma
2:45
ascribe to the desire of keeping in touch with the spirit of the times.
will determine eligi- A. S. M. F.
grades
midsentester
:00
3
the
in
are
who
people
It is so easy to keep abreast of the times that
bility again.
ridiculous
world
seem
well
as
conditions
as stupid. The
darh concerning
Poet Describes Life in Harlem
daily reading of a good newspaper for a half-hour. or even less, is suffiWar. Dept. Off on Wrong Foot
Continued from Page One)
cient to acquaint anyone of average intelligence with that Information
Says Columbia Student Paper
which sheds light on the world.
Orstmisfd frer• Page One)
and sixteen churches in the store fronts
and in private houses.
Charles M. Sharpe. Minister
Arrest at C. C. N. Y. Assailed
Fellowship Church
Mr. Cullen showed the difference beThe ellitonal vii 1,e,I bitterly the ac- tween the day life and the night life in
Services during Lent as billows:
Stella Powers, Pianist and Director
tion of military men at City College who Harlem In the day time it is busy with
SERMON TIIEMES
of Music
recently caused the arrest of a 23-year- the laboring people going to and from
February 28—"Homeward Bound*
old youth, who, as a member of the Na- their work. It is quite different at night.
Mr. Charles Crossland will be the soloist.
Y. W. C. A. NOTES
tional Student League, was distributing It has been mistakenly named the "SlumMarch 6—"The Ministry of Comfort"
March 13—"Conformation or TransCountee Cullen. the speaker in chapel handbills urging freshmen not to register mer's Paradise." The people who have
formation?"
this week, was a guest of the Y.W.C.A. for a course in military science. It also received this impressior have seen only
March 20 (Palm Sunday)—"The Relicabinet on Tuesday afternoon, lie talked pointed out that a week ago a petition the "speakeasies." The cabarets are
giotof the Wayfarer*
inforrnalls •ith the group concerning race signed by 327 college presidents. deans patronized for the most part by white
March V (Easter)
)—"The Loyd of Life" problems. Thy members of the cabinet and other educators was presented to Con- people. The neenies Cann,
t afford to go
Appropriate Music
invited many of their friends and a few gress declaring that both the National as the prices nearly equal those of Broad.
members of the faculty were present. Tea Defense Act and the traditional American way, and the type of entertainment ilies
policy of leaving education to the State not particularly appeal to the negro.
was served.
Mithodist Episcopal Church
February .!ts
and local authorities were being violated
The negroes find great enjoyment in
10:30 "GOD'S EXTRA"
The Y.W.C.A. cabinet held a special by the methods now used in conducting
the theatres where native wit and humor
(A Leap-year cogitation)
meeting this afternoon for the freshman the R. 0. T. C. and the C M. T. C. The
are displayed. The theatres are devoid
5 :45 High School I eague. Miss Milcabinet. The purpose of this meeting was petition also held that most military men
of formality. The audience enjoys the
are
dred Thompson, Leader
not
for
trained
and
teaching
are
thereto try to interpret the meaning of "Y" to
same jokes and the same plays over and
fi :30 Fellowship Hour and 1 tint berm
them, and to help them to deride what fore usually incompetent in teaching po- over again with only slight modification
sition*
(Wesley House I
Mr Cullen belteses that the play
the freshman "Y" will do this semester.
7:30 The Student Forum—A public
Many helpful suggestions were discussed.
Professor Leavitt of the Department of "Green Pastures." is a failure in portrayservice in the Church. with address
Civil Engineering will leave for Wash- ing the real religious emotions of the
by Rev. T. W. Horsfield of the , Informal teas are still being held every ington on February 28 to attend the an- negro Ile closed his lecture
by reading
Universalist Church : "The Sym- Friday afternisin in the M C A building nual convention of American Concrete In- several poems of different authors who
polar of Life."
from 3.30-5 o'clock Eversone is invited %tante.
had varied conceptions of Harlem.

The Maine Snoopus
....and good Father George had a birthday—and that
was a break for all of us! The Kappa Sigs had a
dame to burn up old Boston town in the only Maine
way and the Faculty to go to the %Vhite Mounand there were a lot oh week-end trips that
tains t
we don't know much about, and a number of boyfriend's-back-home paid some inconvenient visits.
Bob Simpson and Don Wilson gut a chance to create
some wunneriul new fish stories—extra good ones,
too, since their imaginations were aided by the fact that they were seeing
double most of the week-end. Three honored males were most delightfully
entertained at a chaluning dinnali pahty given in Balentine! On the whole,
Those cumin' little milted bowsies pinned on
a very good week-end, wot?
the freshettes' chesties mean that the war is over and the Armistice signed.
And what an Armistice!!! It shook the very foundations of poor old Co-burn—the usual blah, blab, and more blah*!*!"—and Congr-gr-gr-r-r-ratuNow if sonic of these elusive males
lations! Oh yes, the war is over'
who get such a kick out of playing hide-and-seek with the fraternities would
snap out of it, everything would be rosy and we could go to Mid-winter ball
without a worry in the world. Speaking of Mid-winter I heard there was
going to be a hugeuus crowd—all of twenty couples anyway. Fancy that!
There won't be room to move....Pascy is going to steer clear of the Bookstore for the next coupla weeks, lie says that every time he goes in there
about a dozen co-eds seize him and invite him to go to the A.T.O. dance with
them, and the poor lil feller is all worn out wondering what he's going to do
with all of them. Furthermore, he Days that his pin was in so much danger
that he had to ship it home for safe keeping. Ah, that one wasn't named
We scarce know our friend DeCourcy any more—
Romeo for nothing'
he looks so frightfully grown-up and sophisticated with that wicked little
moustache. You've noticed the change haven't you, after all these weeks?
Lissen to the prize expression of the week: "Who'd like a eentzy, weentzy,
Who says the freshittzy, tittzy, wittzy, bittzy snifter?" Recognize it
men aren't smooth? There's one co-ed who can inhale so well that she can
say, "Well, for Heaven's sake!" without letting out any smoke. Now that's
These be the
some stunt, pal, and it must have taken years of practice'
days when the Inglish Nlajers wisht they wuz ennything but Inglish Majers!!
They know they ain't fit to graduate but nobody else is either and why should
they be the only ones to get shown up? Gosh, titer ain't no justice!!! ------\
parting reminder—four bits to the Student Loan Fund!

TRAcKmEN TAKE

45-YARD HIGH HURDLES
Final—Won by McLaughlin, Bowdoin,
ond, Stanwood, Bowdoin; third, Allen,
llowdoin; fourth, Nash (A); fifth, Eaton,
Bates. Time-5 4-5s.
•
50-YARD DASH
Final—Won by Means, Maine; second,
I Knox, Bates; third, Walker, Bowdoin;
I fourth, H. H. Stebbins, Amherst; fifth
Hickok, Bowdoin. Time-5 3-5s.
TWO-MILE RUN
Won by N. A. Whitten, Bates; second,
Placing in the positions which were ex- H. E. Booth, Maine; third, S. A. Lavenpected of them, the members of the Uni- dar, Bowdoin; fourth, E. A. Gumming,
versity of Maine track team clinched sec- Maine; fifth, S. L. Raymond, Bates. Time
Ithn. 2s.
ond place in the Class B division at the
RELAY POINT DISTRIBUTION
at
Saturday
held
Meet
Club
University
Places awarded on times
Boston, with a score oi 3.5!:, points. BowWon by University of Maine. Time 3m
points, while 34 3-5s.; Bowdon', second, time 3m. 33
doin won the meet with
Bates and Colby with V and 22 points I-5s.; Bates, third, time 3m. 35 3-5s.; Colrespectively, finished third and fourth. by, fourth, time 3m. 36s.; Worcester Poly
Tech, fifth, time 3m. 36 1-5s,
The remaining teams tallied accordingly:
HIGH JUMP
Amherst 9; Wesleyan 7I13; Norwich 2;
Won by L. B. Robinson, Colby, 5 it.
1 2; KU. 1; Worcester 11 3-8 in.; second, tie, F. Webb, Maine.
Rhode Island 1/
Poly. 1; and Mass. Aggies, Middlebury, Stanwood, Bowdoin, Odell, Wesleyan.
Connecticut Aggies and Tufts failed to ft. 9 in.; 3 tie for fifth—McLaughlin
Bowdoin; Kahill, Bowdoin, Beebe, NV, score.
!cyan, 5 ft. 7 in.
Mel Means won the 50 yard dash in
POLE VAULT
seconds which was just as fast as the time
Won by Hathaway, Maine, 12 ft. 6 in.;
made in Class .N. Means got a great start second, tie. Webb. Maine, Van Schenck,
and led Knox of Bates all the way to the Amherst. 12 ft.; fourth. tie, Gowers, Amherst, Causian. R. I., 11 it. 6 in.
tape by a scant margin.
for
The Its pound shot was a victory
Girl Scouting Training Has Helped
Al Alley. who heaved the weight 43 feet.
Many College Women
a good foot beyond his nearest competi(Continued from Page One)
tor. Larson of Bowdoin.
A big surprise came in the pole vault. Versa McMein. Mary Margaret
when Freeman Webb, picked as a sure Mary
Roberts Rinehart, Dorothy Canfield
winner, was replaced by Bill Hathaway Fisher, Dr. Aurelia
Henry Reinhart, aifl
for first position. Hathaway leaped 12 Dr.
Lillian Gilbreth.
feet. 6 inches to cop the event while Webb
"You can learn more about people by
tied for second with Van Schenck of Amworking with them for a common purherst at 12 feet. Webb also tied in the
pose, say for a Girl Scout camp or Little
high jump for second place with Odell of
House. than by meeting them in innumWesleyan and Stanwood of Bowdoin.
erable social ways.
Running around the final lap at top "This brings up another advantage 01
speed. Harry Booth tried in vain to over- Girl Scouting as aim avocation. The girl
come the lead of Whitten of Bates, and who becomes a Girl Scout captain, camp
finished second to the latter in the two counselor, or committee member is not
mile run. Both men ran a great race and merely taking up a pleasant and diverting
at the finish were far ahead of the big hobby. She becomes a part of a serious
field. Everett Gunning came in fourth educational movement and she can make
position for the Pale Blue in this event. of her volunteer work, if her will and her
Don Favor, competing for the first time capacities permit, a creditable and perhap,
in varsity company, placed third in the an outstanding educational contribution.
35 pound weight and made a good show"The short courses given in colleges an.:
ing.
universities are, of course, only an intro
Maine turned in the fastest time of all duction to the Girl Scout movement.
the relay teams and clipped first place. Young women who find self-development
In its race against Brown and Rhode Is- and worthwhile
work in Girl Scout acland, the Pale Blue outfit went into the tivity take courses in the additional 'unilead at the end of the first relay and won versities in the woods' which are otherout by 18 yards over Rhode Island. Tim- wise known as
national Girl Scout trainberlake, as second man, put in some val- ing camps. You not only leant Gituable running to take the race out of the Scouting. you learn what real adventure
nip and tuck class and give his teammates is and what the
real America is like hA
an advantage of 12 yards. Wendell. spending a few summer vacations with
Pendleton. and Moulton completed Coach these Girl Scout student campers.
Jenkins' crack relayers.
"One Girl Scout student group travel -Summary:
in a covered wagon 34.10 miles into tht•
CLASS B
Ozark Mountains of Missouri. Another
RUNNING BROAD JUMP
goes by is'at down the Ohio River into
Won by I.. B. Robinson, Colby, distance the
romantic Daniel Boone country of
21 ft. 9 5-8 in.; second. P. S. O'Dell, Wesleyan. distance 21 ft. 4 3-8 in.; third. C. E. Kentucky, and still others study Gir'
Sampson, Bates, distance 21 ft. 3 1-2 in.; Scouting in the Rocky Mountains, under
liturth. G. D. Briggs. Bowdoin, distance the California Redwoods, in sunny lime
21 ft. 1 1-2 in.: fifth, E. W. Knox, Bates, stone
caverns of the Georgia mountain,
distance 20 ft. 10 1-2 in.
on
and
pioneer trips which follow the
16-POUND SHOT
of
trails
the old French Voyageurs of
Won by A. W. Alley. Maine, distance
43 ft. 3-8 in.; second. T. A. Larson, Bow Minnesota.
&tin. distance 41 ft 9 1-8 in.; third, T. R. "The student may make a choice front
Stinchfield. Colby. distance 39 ft. 11 7-8 73 different courses, including camp craft
in.; fourth. W. W. Lemaire. Norwich,
han
distance 39 ft. 11 in.; fifth, T. Adams, in its various forms, nature study,
craft, dancing, games, and story-tellitie
Boston U.. distance 38 ft. 111-4 in.
35-POUND WEIGHT
The first round of the elimination bouts
W'on by Galbraith, Bowdoin. distance
50 ft. 10 3-8 in.; second. N. C. Perkins. in the boxing tournament will be held
Colby. distance 46 ft. 7 1-8 in.; third, D. Monday evening at 7 o'clock at the in
E. Favor, Maine, distance 45 ft. I 5-8 in.;
D. H. Rhoades, Colby. distance 43 ft. 8 3-8 door gym. There are about 50 aspirant'
in.; fifth. W. M. Dexter. Colby, distance for the lightweight. middleweight. light
42 ft. 2 1-4 in.
heavyweight, and heavyweight crowr•
competing.
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

PRESIDENT TELLS OF •Inatr_oz
Miss Helene Mosher of Bangor sang
to selections which Nellie Cunis had
WASHINGTON'S CAREER, sung at Mt.Vernon.

•••••
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, PPA PSI RUSHING PARTY
be Kappa Psi sorority held their rush. Arty on Monday, February 15, in the
P. Hall in Orono. The transportaias made in a rustic hay-rack. The
\%ere dressed in pajamas and a Japeffect was carried out in the
Annie Ansur was the chairin charge of the affair, about thirty
!wing present.

3

MISS LENGYEL ENTERTAINS
Following the varsity-alumni basketball game on Saturday Miss Lengyel entertained the members of both teams at
her apartment in Orono. Refreshments
of chicken salad, tolls, cake and coffee
were served. The alunmae present were
Miss Ring, Nliss Jean Kierstead, Miss
White. Miss Phyllis Gould, and Miss
Marion Rogers. Four members of the
Sophomore Eagle Society served. The
evening was spent in playing games.

TRI DELT PARTY
ne In Delta held a Pearl Dinner at
chapter house on Friday evening for
Dean Paul Cloke is to attend the annual
rushees. An entertainment followed meeting of Maine Association of Engiwas sponsored by Darrell Brown neers to be held at Portland, Friday, Feb. Marion Lewis. About 50 people at- ruary 2Oth. at the Eastland Hotel. As
Chairman of the Maine Unemployment
Committee of the American Engineering
Council, Dean Choke will give a summary
of the results of questionnaires which were
recently sent out to the members of the
Association and to similar organizations
in this state.
Saturday evening the Alumni and Var-ty girls' basketball teams clashed in
Vninni Gym with the Varsity emerging
• u the big end of a 49-21 score. The game
:iff,.rded much amusement to both onl,okers and players. In the last quarter
the Varsity forwards and guards exA banquet, attended by 85 members of
iltanged positions in order to equalize the faculty and student body, was held last
i,,rces somewhat. The Alumni put up a tVednesday evening, in the vestry of the
g.Ad tight, however, and deserve credit. Methodist Church in Orono.
• .iimately for the visitors the Varsity
The supper was unique in that a camp, rs were somewhat hampered by fits
ing atmosphere prevailed in both the declaughter, for the final score was: %Tarorations of the room, and the speakers'
•ity 49—Alumni 21.
subjects. Ruth Valenta was toastmisllie players:
tress, and the speaker for the evening was
Alumni: "Phil" Gould, Jean Kierstead,
Jefferson C. Smith, state secretary of the
\I is. Ring, Miss Rogers,"Bobby" White, Y.M.C.A. Mr.
Smith's subject was "The
Cushing.
Eleanor
Open Road." The other speakers and
Varsity: Mamie Smith, Stubby Bur- their
subjects included Francis .Morong,
rill, May Moulton, Marion Dickson, "Snipehunting"; Dean Paul
Cloke,"Blazicanor Thompson. Adel! Allen, Blanche ing the
Trail"; Shirley Young, "In the
i; :try, Miriam Hannaburg.
Swim"; Allan Bratton. "Around the
Camp-Fire"; Charlie O'Connor, "The
Loan Fund Plan Approved by All Daily Gadget"; an
Marjorie Griffin,
Class Executives
"Camp Hash."
(Continued frorn Page One)
The guests were afterward entertained
with
a delightful solo by Ruth Hamor,
the
, lass also gave their endorsement to
and by Neil Calderwood, who presented a
.irive. The executive meeting of the Junmovie on camping.
ir Class was held Friday, the Sophomore
The vestry was decorated so that it
Class on Tuesday, and the Freshman
1 lass yesterday. Plans were made at looked exactly like a camp in the open
',eh of these for class meetings to follow. woods. The platform was a typical camp
Arrangements have been made for the scene and it included a tent and canoe.
;•1an to be outlined at each class meeting The programs were printed on booklets
I y the president of the Student Senate resembling a tent.
and a member of the Loan Fund Committee, following which members of the class WRESTLING TOURNAMENT
ll have opportunity to discuss the meas- STARTS NEXT THURSDAY
.I re.
The first round in the Intramural
How Loans Will Be Made
The money which is raised will be cre- wrestling tournament will take place next
eil as a separate fund, the name of which Thursday evening in the Alumni Hall
,A ill be agreed upon later by the Senate gymnasium. Coach John Mee has drawn
sI class presidents.
up four classes according to weight and
It will not be limited to any size or expects some interesting bouts to turn up
group. It can be added to at any time. in the elimination matches.
and in any amount. Either classes or inThe pairing up of the first round of
dividuals may contribute.
bouts are:
Loans will be made through regular
135-145 pound class—Graves vs. Brown;
hamlets, being approved by President
Copeland vs. Resnick: Longley vs. Hand:
I..iardman after recommendations have
Blom vs. Fitch; Darrel vs. Hart; Estamade by Dean Corbett. Qualifications will be general in nature, based on brook vs. Butler; Soule vs. Dewert.
particular college or course. Scholar145-155 pound class—Otis vs. Wilson;
ability. need, etc., will all be consid- Sinclair vs. Follet ; Rolnick vs. McLean;
ered in favor of applicants.
McGowan (bye).
Repayments of all loans are expected
155-165 pound class—Sidelinger (bye);
from the first earnings of the borrower
following graduation. Interest at six per Brock vs. Martikainen; Bankus vs. Whittit will he charged. Money will be loaned aker; Captain (bye).
Unlimited heavyweight class—Percival
,ut as rapidly as it is repaid, and with the
at crued interest the fund will tend to vs. Leland; Ballard vs. Richardson;
Reese (bye).
. row larger each year.

VARSITY GIRLS TRIM
ALUMNI TEAM 49-21

CAMPING ATMOSPHERE
PREVAILS AT BANQUET

The program was concluded with the
A varied and instructive program was dancing
of a minuet in colonial costume.
presented in chapel last Friday morning by Dorothy
Sawyer '35 and Wilma Perin honor of George Washington. It was
kins '35. Alfred Winter '34 and Alfred
under the direction of Proiessor Sprague Mac Michael '33.
of the Music Department.
The program opencs1 with colonial
Masque Working for Coming
music,"The President's March" and -HisPlay
tory of the Chief" played by a trio irons ,
(Continued irons Pape Ow)
Bangor consisting of Stanley Cayting, violin, James Maxwell, 'cello. and Miss
Betty Lynch: Mrs. Gordon, Charlotte LaMary Hayford, piano.
chance; Evelyn Snow, Sylvia Hickson:
The address ,f the morning was made Dr,
Quincy Adams James, Jr., Walter
by President Boardman who spoke on
Hall; Susanne, Hope Clark; Court ReGeorge Washington as the Father of his' porter.
Addle Allen; and Clerk of Court.
Country. President Boardman's sununary John tVilley
of W ashington's life was given in a concise manner. He stated that Washington
WOMEN NOTICE!
was the Father of his Country in all that
Compulsory class meetings for
the name implies, for he always worked
for the best of his country and was a true women students are to be held at 30
Coburn, Feb. 29, March 1, 2, and 3,
Announce New Fresh Pledges
(Continued from

Page One)

at 1 p.m. as follows:
Seniors—rMeeday, Feb. 29, 1 •
o'clock.
Juniors—Tuesday, March 1, 1
o'clock.
COSI ant and hang up
Sophomores—Wednesday, Mar.
2, 1 o'clock.
Thurs. and Fri., Feb. 25 and 26
Freshmen—Thursday, March 3,
"SI A TA HARI"
1 o'clock.
Notify Secretary if unable to at- %%As Greta Garbo, Ramon Novarro, and
tend. Attendance will be taken.
Lionel Barrymore
Women's Student Gov't Assn. .
outstanding. -it will hold your interest to

Strand Theatre

••••••

the very end
The Liberal Club, recently revived, will sponsor a talk by ProSat., Feb. V
fessor Ernest Jackman on "The
"CHARLIE CHAN'S CHANCE"
University of Maine as a CommunWith
Warner Orland, Linda Watkins,
ity" to be given tonight at 7:30 in
the M. C. A. Building. The talk Marion Nixon, and all star cast. Critics
promises to be most interesting and say "the most entertaining mystery play
will deal with the question of , ever produced"
whether the students or the adminMon., Feb. 29
stration should have more power,
and whether the students at th4 "TO-MORROW AND TO-MORROW"
University of Maine have been or
are being deprived of their rights. Front the successful stage play, starring
Ruth Chatterton, Paul Lucas, and
Robert Ames
Tues., March 1

Kappa Sigma:
Selwyn H. Chipman. North Scituate,
Mass.; Edward Spaulding, Newburyport,
Mass.; Raymond B. Larcom, Farmington.
Delta Tau Delta:
Kenneth J. Kimball, Camden; Arthur
H. Copeland, Brewer; Charles E. Hart,
Brewer.
Sigma Phi Sigma:
John Reed, Bangor.
Beta Kappa:
Lloyd A. Koonz. Augusta.
Alpha Tau Omega:
Carl N. Honer. Hartford, Conn.; Malcolm F. Carr. Dexter; Irving W. Nielsen, Cumberland Mills; Marshall I..
Gray, Waltham, Mass.
Phi Gamma Delta:
George D. Carlisle. Bangor.

Announcement

Ann Harding in her latest picture
"PRESTIGE"
Wed., March 2

44;

"THE UNEXPECTED FATHER"

Within the next week we plan to enlarge the seating capacity of

\\ Ids the big laugh team Slim Summertitle
Zasu Pitts. Riotous romance;
convulsive comedy

this great institution to accommodate 60-70 persons. and to help

Thurs., March 3

provide a little entertainment for all of you, by the addition of floor

"THE DREYFUS CASE"

THE MAINE BEAR is now being completely renovated.

space for (lancing.
Don't forget this will all take place within the short space of
one week.

With an all star stage cast
Many will recall the famous trial. It was
known as the most remarkable military
trial and scandal of the age. A true story
that is greater than Hollywood's fiction.
"The STRAND has the shows"

••••••

•

I

Mid Winter Ball
Given by I.M.A.A.
TOMORROW NIGHT
GIRLS!!
Don't be afraid to give your Boy

Friend

a hint—
Coe? .10,2.
AZIWICID Tobacco Co.

Remimber—This is Leap-a-year
THE 14 PIECE MAINE TROUBADOUR BAND
with entertainer will surely make it a large evening

"Now I use LUCKIES only"

See I.M.A.A. Representative for Tickets
POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL
Su* Carol's wealth was a hindrance rather than a help. Hollywood thought she was ritzy, but
Sue soon proved she was a "regular guy"... she made 14 pictures
her very first year ... her latest

Compliments of
University Book Store

Is UNIVERSAL'S 'GRAFT" She
has reached for a LUCKY for two

years. Not a farthing was paid
for those kind words. That's
white of you, Sue Carol.

"I have had to smoke various brands of cigarettes in pie.
tures, but it was not until I smoked LUCKIES that I discovered the only cigarettes that did not irritate my throat.
Now I use LUCKIES only. The added convenience of
your improved Cellophane wrapper that opens so easily
is grand."

au/ aa,
"It's toasted
Your Throat Protection —against irritation -.against cough

And Moisture-Prooe Cellophane Keeps that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh
TUNE IN ON LUCKY STRIKE-60 modern minutes with the world's finest dance orchestras and Walter Winchell, whose gossip
of today becomes the 111"41 of tomorrow, every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evening vire N. B. C. networks.

THE MAINE CAMPUS
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kins. track team. Although he did not
!Hake much headway in his first two years,
Moulton still kept on training diligently
and this year has been rewarded for his efforts. He is now an important cog on
By BOB BERG
' the crack relay team and he attained his
The Intramural track meets have had greatest feat by breaking the record in
the reputation of providing the greatest the 300 yard dash in the recent Varsityindoor meets of the season and you can Frosh track meet. More power to you,
ager that the games this Saturday will Elwin!
prove no exception. The relays should
In the remaining issues of the Campus.
be a feature with Phi Eta Kappa, Lambda
Chi Alpha. and Kappa Sigma represented your scribe is to devote one paragraph
each week to a famous athlete of former
by fast outfits.
times. In those good old days—when
Steins were filled with what they were
Maine
Theatre
invited
the
The Strand
made for—the athletes set up enviable
football players to witness the showing of
records and accomplished great deeds on
the Southern California-Tulane Rose
the athletic fields. Thus, it seems that
Bowl game, and what a turn-out of pigit will be rather interesting to review the
skin athletes. I never knew that there
records set up by the former wearers of
were so many football candidates on the
Ithe Pale Blue.
campus—funny how they pop up at free •
occasions.

Beat Houlton and Caribou While SPORTS SPIELS
P. 1. Scores Only Loss on Tour
O
1
The freshman basketball team won two I Cobb, It
O
0
0
games out of three thus far on their trip Simon, 1g
34
12
11
through Aroostook County. Tonight
HOULTON (25)
they play A.C.I. and wind up their tour
G.
F.
P.
on Friday night with Fort Fairfield.
O
0
0
On Monday night, Coach Kenyon's out- E. Williams
O
2
2
fit took Houlton High into camp to the McCloskey
O
0
0
tune of 34-25. The following night, the O'Brien
O
0
0
frosh suffered their second defeat of the Gilpatrick
1
3
5
season to Presque Isle by the score of 34- A. Williams
O
0
0
Presque Isle overcame a 19-6 Tracy
28
2
0
4
lead the frosh had at the first half. Last Lambert
O
0
0
night, the yearlings broke into the win Felker
O
0
0
coumn again at Caribou when they won Hall
Wolhauptcr
4
0
8
34-16.
Dobbins
3
0
6
MAINE (34)
10
5
25
G.
F.
P.
0
1
1
Anderson. If
1
0
2
Crandall, If
FROSH SWAMP RICKER
1
0
2
Henderson, rf
BASKETBALL TEAM
1
0
2
Kilgore, rf
3
2
8
Roberts. c
In the game played Friday night with
O
3
3
Goodwin, c
Ricker
Classical Institute, the frosh team
7
0
14
rg
A easily subdued their opponents by the
0
0
0
Simon, rg
score of 42-16.
O
2
0
Cobb, Ig
The scoring was divided evenly among
32
8
13
the yearlings with Cobb, Anderson and
CARIBOU (16)
Roberts turning in the best performances.
G.
F.
P.
At no time was Coach Kenyon's team in
2
1
5
Curried, if
danger, and they led from start to finish.
0
0
0
Willis, If
2
0
4
Hamilton, If
The following articles are at the RegHale, c
istrar's
office and will be returned upon
B. Kelley, c
identification: a green jersey dress; blue
C. Kelley, lg
Garcelon, rg
and brown mittens; a slicker, green.
MAINE (34)
G.
Kilgore, rf
3
0
Henderson, if
Anderson, If
2
O
Crandall, If
4
Roberts, c
O
Goodwin, c
2
MacBride, rg;
Hoyt, rg

If you think there was a crowd arum::
the treasurer", office on registration day,
you should see the mob of sweat-shirt
models milling about in the Alumni Hall
gym. With impromptu basketball still
going strong, boxing hitting its full stride,
and the wrestling crew applying strangle
holds, the gym is the busiest place on the
campus. In case you are starting to congratulate yourself on having crossed the
gym alive, some hoop artist is bound to
klortk you on the head with a ball, knocking your hat off (moral: don't wear a
hat).

Big Timers Among
The Old Timers

Played varsity football for 3 years—Alternated at fullback and tackle—Second
baseman on class team—Consistent, valuable, and dependable in all types of competition.

given to the championship relay team.
Freshmen can also participate in U.:,
meet. From all indications, practicall
every house is to be represented'this year
and many men who have not been out for
track as yet. are expected to show their
INTRAMURAL TRACK MEET ability this Saturday.
SATURDAY
FOSTER IS BUSINESS MANThe annual Intramural Track Meet is
AGER OF "REVIEW"
to be held Saturday afternoon at the indoor gymnasium. In all probability, the
Kenneth Foster '34 has accepted tin:
weight events will take place on Friday position of business manager
of Ti,
afternoon.
Maine Review, which is to be issued in
There will be keen rivalry among the about two weeks. All the material for
fraternities this year for the Charles Rice
the new journal has been prepared for
Cup. For this award, both varsity and
time, but a delay in publishing was
some
non-letter men can compete. The Intramural plaque is another much coveted caused by an incomplete business staff.
prize, but only non-letter men are eligible Ruth Walenta '34 is editor of the magto compete for it. A plaque will also be azine.

EVERY BANKING SERVICE
At any office of this bank you will find complete
facilities for handling your

ARCHIE L. GROVER

Class of 1899—Greatest track man of
his day at Maine—Captain of varsity
track—Outstanding in the discus throw—
Established discus record in New England with a heave of 115 feet 6 1-4 inches
—3 feet short of the world's record at
that time—Broke discus record at every
meet in which he competed—Also brilliant performer in the 100 yard dash, running broad jump, and hammer throw—
Did the dash in 10 3-5 seconds—Won Individual Track Championship for two
By dint of hard work, Elwin Moulton years at Maine Intercollegiate Meet—
has beconie a vital member of Coach Jett- (iarnered 30 odd medals in competition—

Check Accounts, Savings Accounts,
Safe Deposits, Investments,
Trusts

An "All Maine" bank for all Maine

MERRILL TRUST COMPANY
BANGOR, MAINE
Belfast
Bucksport
Eastport
Dexter

Branches at
Dover- Foxcroft
Jonesport
Machias Searsport

Milo
Old Town
Orono

Total Resources (her $20,000,000.00
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The second series of co-ed basketball
games began Saturday in Alumni gym,
when the Seniors defeated the Sophomore
A team 2o to 19. The Freshman It team
was victorious over the Sophomore B
team, winning four points over their opponents, the score, 31-27.
The line-up was as follows:
SENIORS (20)
SOPH. A (19)
Churchill, 10. rf
Myers, 6, if
Trickey. 4, If
Young. 4, If
Burrill, 12, jc
Williams, 9, jc
Dunphy, cg
Coy. cg
Kane, rg
Zeitman, rg
Noddin. Ig
Newman, 1g
Scorer, Volan. Referees, Rogers,
Thompson. Umpires. Thompson, Rogers.
Timekeeper, Weliber.
SOPIL (27) FRESHMAN B (31)
Jalbert. 14. if
Todd, 4, rf
Haney. 8, li
Stanley. 2, Townsend, If
Birtchell, 2, jc
‘1'esaloaska. 20, jc
Mead. cg
Copeland, cg
Cushing, rg
LaChance. rg
Ig
Church. 1g
Scorer, Trickey. Referee, Churchill.
Umpire, Hannaburgh. Timekeeper,
1Vebber.
JUNIORS (31) FRESHMAN A (20)
Moulton, rf
Willard, rf
Dickson. If
Rowe, If
Smith, it
McClellan, jc
1 I annahurgh, cg
Johnson, cg
rg
Johnson. rg
Allen. Cushing, Ig
Crowley. Ig
Scorer. Trickey. Referee, Montgomcr. 14irrill. Timekeeper, Webber.

•
iirm sort of restless...always on the lookout for something that hits the old taste
spot...and clicks! But I've noticed that I
never get tired of Chesterfields. They always
taste better to me.
"That can't be an accident. It stands to
reason ... a cigarette that always tastes
better...has got to be made better. You
know what I mean ...purer materials...
more up-to-date ways of working. I'm willing to bet that's why my last Chesterfield of
the day is as mild and satisfying as the first!"

LIKE TO HEAR A REALLY
t:in)D RADIO PROGRAM?
*Tonight...tune in on the
Chesterfield broadcast at 1030
Eastern Standard Time and
listen to music by Nat Shilkret's
Orchestra and Alex Gray, popular baritone. It's on the Columbia Network every night,except
Sunday.
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Maine Studio

TUFTS COLLEGE
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